What are Pine Class learning in Term 4?

English

Maths

Non-fiction

Multiplication and Division (Monday- Thursday)

Science

Writing reports about minibeasts (the
Spondolick Bug)

Recall and use multiplication and division facts for the 2, 5
and 10 multiplication tables, including recognising odd and
even numbers.

Explore and compare the differences between things that are living, dead, and things that
have never been alive, identify that most living things live in habitats to which they are
suited and describe how different habitats provide for the basic needs of different kinds of
animals and plants, and how they depend on each other, identify and name a variety of
plants and animals in their habitats, including microhabitats, describe how animals obtain
their food from plants and other animals, using the idea of a simple food chain, and
identify and name different sources of food.

Making minibeast information books
Wanted Poster
Fiction

calculate mathematical statements for multiplication and
division within the multiplication tables and write them
using the multiplication (×), division (÷) and equals (=) signs.
show that multiplication of 2 numbers can be done in any
order (commutative) and division of 1 number by another
cannot.

Rewrite a story.

solve problems involving multiplication and division, using
materials, arrays, repeated addition, mental methods, and
multiplication and division facts, including problems in
contexts.

Revision (Fridays)

Computing
Data handling- use technology purposefully to create,
organise, store, manipulate and retrieve digital content
Sorting information about minibeasts by branching and
recording in block graphs.

Art/D.T.

RE

Acrylic painting butterflies,
observational drawings of
minibeasts, printing.

How should we care
for others and the
world, and why does
it matter?

What’s at the
bottom of the
garden?

Time, measurement, addition and subtraction, reasoning
and problem solving.

Music
Zootime - a Reggae song
for children by Joanna
Mangona.

Jigsaw
Healthy Me!

WOW! – minibeast hunts in the new minibeast mansion.
Planting in our new garden!
P.E.
Outdoor Adventure Activities and
Fundamental skills.

Dates to remember –
Parents Evening- Tuesday 16th March and Thursday 18th March

